Plasmid Segregation- Maintenance of Bacterial Replicons
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Abstract

Plasmid segregation is a means of bacterial plasmid replication through which identical copies of plasmids are produced and is equally distributed among the newly produced daughter cells. Segregation mechanisms such as site-specific, active partition, toxin/anti-toxin system ensures that plasmid copy number is under control and is stably inherited.
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Introduction

Segregation generates exact copies of the extra circular plasmid and ensures their stable distribution to the newly produces daughter cells during bacterial binary fission [1]. In case when plasmid stable-state copy number is increased then the passive diffusion ensures stable transfer of a single copy of the plasmid to each of the daughter cells produced during fission in order to keep plasmid copy number count under the normal levels. However it is still suggested that random diffusion is adequate for the stable transmission of plasmids keeping their copy number count from moderate to high. But such plasmids were not freely distributed rather sorted into subcellular regions for equal distribution directed by an unfamiliar mechanism [2,3].

Literature Review

Plasmid segregation is by means of the following three ways

- Site-specific recombination
- Active partition system
- Toxin and anti-toxin system

Site specific recombination: Site-specific segregation occurs at a precise position in the nucleotide sequence of the DNA. This recombination mechanism was first reported in E. coli in which DNA integration was observed between E. coli and λ [4]. DNAs of both organisms possessed a specific attachment site of specific nucleotide sequences (5'-TTTATAC-3') which permits both the DNAs to base pair together. Then after attachment integrase catalyzes the two single strand disruptions. After a short branch migration, the integrase exerts a second strand cuts on two other strands [5].

Active partition system: Active partitioning segregation mechanism localized the plasmids in the bacterial cell in such a way that after cell division both of the daughter cells gains a copy of the plasmid [6].

Example- P1 plasmid active partition mechanism in E. coli. The partition system is structured in a cassette that comprises of an auto-regulated operon containing genes parA and parB and parS cis-acting sequence placed downstream [7]. Both the genes encode proteins which interacts with the host proteins and integration factor to produce a nucleoprotein aggregate at parS which interacts with an unfamiliar partitioning complex of the host. This complex directs the bond copies of P1 plasmid to the one-quarter and three-quarter cell-length positions following replication at the mid-cell. As the bacterial cell lengthens, the plasmids remain at these positions. As the cell divides at its midpoint the plasmids occupy the same positions of the new cells and replication and partition cycles are repeated. This mechanism of segregation is quite common in low-copy-number bacterial plasmids, toxin and anti-toxin system [8,9].

Toxin and anti-toxin system: Toxin-antitoxin (TA) systems are pairs of genes that encode a stable and unstable toxic peptide and an antitoxin (either protein or an antisense RNA) respectively. The prime purpose of plasmid toxin-antitoxin system is to steady the plasmid by eradicating daughter cells that are plasmid deficient by a mechanism known as post segregation killing. These systems are widespread in numerous bacteria but have not reported in pathogen Campylobacter jejuni that causes human gastroenteritis [10].

Examples: 1) In F plasmid encoded CcdAB toxin-antitoxin system, DNA gyrase poison a CcdB toxin traps a cleavage complex between gyrase and DNA and allies with DNA gyrase to form an aggregate that is compromised in supercoiling activity. The consequences of such disruptions are fatal for E.

The antitoxin is a small 101 nucleotide non-translated antisense RNA called Campylobacter jejuni RNA antitoxin (cjrA). This non-translated antisense RNA is complementary to the 3' region of the mRNA that encodes Campylobacter jejuni. Peptide toxin (CjpT), a toxic peptide. Cloning and expression of cjpT gene alone in Escherichia coli inhibited bacterial growth. Inactivation of CjpT in C. jejuni resulted in rapid loss of pVir plasmid during *in vitro* passage. The presence of the cjrA small RNA in C. jejuni was demonstrated by Northern blotting. Cloning of an extra copy of cjrA into the wild-type C. jejuni in-trans caused depletion of pVir, further confirming its antitoxic function. qRT-PCR demonstrated that the expression level of the cjpT gene was influenced by RNase III (rnc) as the transcript levels of CjpT was consistent among different growth phases in wild type strain, but had dynamic changes in there mutant background. Together, these results establish that cjpT and cjrA encode a functional toxin-antitoxin system that is required for the stability of the pVir plasmid in C. jejuni [12].

A number of diverse toxin-antitoxin systems are widely distributed on bacterial plasmids but the intracellular targets for the toxin components of these systems probably varies. Toxin-antitoxin homologs have also been reported on bacterial DNA responsible for initiating programmed cell death in bacteria during unfavorable environmental conditions. High and low-copy-number plasmids often make use of active partition and toxin-antitoxin systems to promote stable plasmid segregation [13,14].

**Plasmid distribution among bacterial populations**

Few bacterial strains possess natural competency for transformation by absorbing the extra circular fragment of DNA or by means of bacteriophage mediated DNA transduction [15]. However, the most common mechanism of DNA transfer reported in majority of bacterial population is through conjugation between a donor and recipient cells. Plasmids involved in conjugation DNA transfer confers antibiotic resistance, bacteriocin production and have been well recognized in Archaea and Eubacteria [16]. Moreover, such plasmid could be transferred among distantly related divergent Gram-negative and Gram-positive Eubacteria, and even from Eubacteria to yeast and bacteria to plant hosts [17].

**Plasmid evolution**

Plasmids are among the key modules in the evolutionary diversification of prokaryotes and their adaptation to the inconsistent environmental conditions [18]. They constitute with the dispensable genome of the prokaryotes i.e., non-essential regions of the chromosomes and contributes in various auxiliary activities. Stereotypically, a plasmid consists of one or more essential genes encoding proteins involved in recombination functions along with genes directing a diverse array of accessory components that functions in different metabolic mechanisms. Such DNA sequences are not encoded by the organism nuclear genome [19]. Essentially, plasmid genes are truly under the influence of variance selection recurrently losing and gaining genes with the passage of time revealing the flexible structural construct of the plasmid. This flexibility is chiefly due to the lavishness of mobile genetic transposable elements they have which enables generation of homologous regions by specific intra- and intermolecular recombination or by means of horizontal and vertical gene transfer. These events increase the prospect that similar plasmids can exists in different hosts’ genome enhancing their genes organization and reshuffling of their functions [20].

**Discussion**

Regardless of their contributions in prokaryotic evolution, still little is revealed due to lack of extensive correspondences between them with the exception for DNA sequences involved in duplication and recombination which obscure phylogenetic analyses based on gene descent and synteny [21,22]. In order to solve this problem to some extend Blast2 network, a bioinformatics approach is used to provide an immediate conception of the similarities, existing among DNA and protein sequences based on similarity networks rebuilding and phylogenetic profiling. This will in turn, opens the possibility to trace the evolutionary aspects and origin of the entire plasmids and not only of single genes and/or operons harbored by them [23].

**Conclusion**

Thus, the above-mentioned segregation mechanisms of plasmid ensure maintenance of plasmid copy number to normal levels and their inheritance to the bacterial progeny.
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